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the fractal design torrent rgb is a premium case, and that means that it is designed for people who want a premium experience. it feels expensive. there are many premium cases out there, many of which retail for around $100, and the fractal design torrent rgb is quite a bit more. it is not a budget case by any means, but for someone who likes the looks of the case,
who likes the quality, and who has a bit of money to spend, its a very desirable case. the case is made out of plastic, and some of the parts are made out of metal. there are no component-level air filters, but there are mesh filters in the front panel and in the front of the case. on the top of the case are two large fans which pull air through the top of the case. the fans
are blue led and last for a very long time, with a 5-year warranty. what sets the fractal design torrent rgb apart from other cases is its design. its dramatic. its rounded edges are smooth and soft, and the glass is frosted which makes it a true gem. and its cheap at a price of $239.99, which means you will pay less than a graphics card, but you will get a lot of extras.

with the fractal design torrent rgb you will get a quality case, with a premium look and a premium price. windows 7: the only downside to the torrent is that it only supports windows 7 32-bit and not windows 7 64-bit. while the os is updated regularly, the case isnt. since you dont have a windows 7 64-bit license, you cant install a 64-bit version of windows 7. this means
this case isnt a good choice for people who run a 64-bit os. fractal design does offer a 64-bit version of the case for the, albeit more expensive, deluxe case, called the obsidian series.
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mac osx: while the torrent is designed to be fully compatible with mac osx, it doesnt support the imac g5 or older models. theres no dvd drive to boot from or a removable drive bay to install to. its still a great case for mac users, but it wont offer a great deal of storage options. the bottom line: with the torrent rgb, you get a sleek, modern pc enclosure with plenty of
room for your hardware upgrades. if youre looking for a powerful and reliable case, theres no better choice than the fractal design torrent rgb. from its strong component layout, strong airflow and top-notch cooling potential to its modern design and slim look, it delivers in every way. one of the biggest differences between a standard atx case and the torrent is that the
former has no internal power supply. the solution to this problem has been to make the case larger, which results in a larger motherboard tray. since the fractal design team didnt want to add any extra bulk to the case, it takes up a lot of the motherboard tray and surrounding areas, making it easier to put all the components into the case. the case also has more room
for cables, since it doesnt have a separate box for the optical drive and hard drive. instead, the drive and optical drive are both located in the top of the case, hidden behind the motherboard tray. while you could locate the drive and optical drive in the standard atx cases, theyre not as easily accessible. so if youve got multiple hard drives and optical drives, youll want
to make sure theres room. the front of the case opens up with two 9.5-inch tempered-glass panels. to add more stability to the case, fractal design included an optional bracket to attach the panels to the case. this is a nice feature that most cases do not offer, and it makes the front of the case more rigid and safe. you can also choose to add the optional fan bracket,

which holds the nexus 9p fan to the right side of the case, making it easier to access. 5ec8ef588b
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